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Abstract. The vast amount of data on the web has been extensively harvested 
for many years for the purpose of digital archiving. In the recent years, 
however, the social networks contain the sources of most of the debating 
between the people. Recent approaches include social web information to the 
archived content for various reasons. This work reports on the usability design 
and evaluation of a search and retrieval user interface that was designed to 
retrieve web objects along with semantic information analyzed for the social 
web. The main task of the interface was to combine the social information with 
the standard archived content in meaningful and usable ways.  
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1 Introduction 

The Social Media provide a rich source of, for the most part, user generated content 
that exhibits specific properties that are very useful for the web users. Events are 
reported as they happen by users that are witnessing them on sites [1]. Users voice 
their opinions on important aspects of life such as politics, economy, war, etc. Other 
people endorse those opinions by stating facts and discussing topics by referring to 
the important events and entities that play crucial roles to the topics discussed. 
Importance of events can be traced by analyzing the user involvement in the social 
media and diversity of opinions on them. The ARCOMEM project1, among others, 
provides and integrating system for crawling and analyzing the social web in order to 
use the derived semantic information for the archiving process. That leads to the 
question: how can, then, the archived web objects be retrieved along with semantic 
information that will be used to provide the users with a complete picture of the 
events that occurred and the peoples’ opinions on them at that time? 
                                                           
1 ARCOMEM: Archive Communities Memories, www.arcomem.eu, FP7-ICT-270239. 
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Recent research stresses the importance of social media and the fact that it is 
imperative that they are accessible and usable by everybody [2]. From the other end, 
power users such as journalists and political analysts collect, aggregate and analyze 
the social web data in order to identify the society feedback on the events that are 
important [3,4]. That information is used by the journalists to report on the trends and 
stories [5]. It is also used by political analysts and parliamentary assistants to collect 
and appraise the societal opinion on specific political issues [6]. 

The archived social content that the ARCOMEM system collects, analyzes and 
preserves contains both web archives and social analysis results [7]. The challenge for 
archivists is identifying the important content that should be preserved for the future 
and how the social web analysis can be leveraged to succeed in this task [8]. Similarly 
the challenge for the HCI designer is providing the means for archivists and end users, 
such as journalists and political analysts, to access the archived content. 

The motivation was to design a user interface that serves as the means to accessing 
the vast amount of information which can be categorized according to type 
(multimodal: text, video, sound, picture), role players (agents, users, opinion leaders) 
and actual semantic meta-data (entities, opinions on entities, etc.). The complexity of 
the diverse semantic data (huge lists of roles, entities, linked topics and events, 
opinions and trends, etc.) had to be controlled so that the users would be able to 
retrieve data that were both correctly filtered to their search parameters but also usable. 
The technical soundness depends on the indexing and retrieving of the correct 
information quickly and accurately and can be tested systemically. In terms of 
usability, the users were involved in all iterations of the development lifecycle in order 
to ensure that the requirements were refined and the results were adequately evaluated. 

This work reports on the usability design and testing of a social web search and 
retrieval interface for archived documents. The next sections describe the 
requirements analysis, the usability testing methods and their results. 

2 Requirements Analysis 

Concrete requirements for reporting the peoples’ opinions on important events and 
associating them with candidate content pages for have been laid out. These stress the 
important role of the social media for such task. Harvesting the opinions of the people 
and enabling the retrieval of such social information for the future generations will 
provide a unique eye in the history and preservation of events. It also validates the 
selection of the content appropriate for archiving based on the impact of the recorded 
information that was reported in it.  

The requirements for the search and retrieval of semantically analyzed archived 
content were considered on the domain, content use and interaction levels. Certain 
events and the opinions on the social web may be short-lived (e.g. a political speech) 
while others may span several months, even years (e.g. EU economic crisis).  

Related research denotes that for searching purposes the user’s semantic intention 
can be identified and described by concrete high level semantic actions [9]. An 
example of semantic intention is “I want to find all web articles that discuss the EU 
plan for economy growth and are mentioned positively by the people”. In order to 
accommodate such query, the analysis of the text contained in the web resources 
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should include EU politicians that talk about the economic growth and also be able to 
retrieve enough social media resources, such as from Twitter, that bear positive 
sentiment on the above events and entities [10].  

Taking the above into consideration, a main functionality for our initial design 
approach is the continuity of the data provision as well as ensuring that the search 
queries return correct results from the web archive. Non functional requirements 
analysis was based on a pilot experiment that studied the user perception toward the 
social media derived information in order to understand the intentions of the user 
semantic search parameters [11].  

3 Usability Testing Methodology 

Based on high fidelity mockups with sample data, generic results regarding fusing and 
visualizing social content with semantically driven context-sensitive information were 
derived. The semantic meta-data were integrated to the design of the interaction flow, 
so that users may facet and filter their search by using several levels of semantic 
content as well as prominent traditional information such as social network source 
information. The aim of the experiments at this stage was to derive an automated 
testing specification based on user feedback on the usability issues. Twenty users with 
social media analysis and archivist background were asked to evaluate the UI using 
both ad-hoc and systematic testing. The human interpretation of the requirements was 
validated through the semantic search results and the scenarios (two transcribed and 
one free form) have been used to compute the expected results and filtering options 
from the users. At the same time, response feedback and user selection were logged 
by the system in order to formulate the base search model parameters. Information 
availability varied considerably throughout the tests. Semantic data from the social 
web included several layers of semantics such as: 

• ranked user roles  
• importance of users and opinion leaders 
• user contribution levels (involvements and social media source) 
• entities occurrence 
• opinions (positive, negative, neutral) about entities and events 
• trending (opinion and occurrence over time) 

The results were analyzed and a specification model was created in order to optimize 
the information flow (type and volume) as semantic search-dependent rules. The users 
were monitored for the whole duration of their interaction with the system. Their 
semantic search intentions were recorded using the think aloud method and their 
activity was both logged from the system and verbally justified during the scenarios.  

4 Results 

The users completed the scenarios pretty quickly and without any generic issues. 
They verified findings from earlier evaluation cycle that the actual opinion marker for 
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